Results and Impact Report
Sustainable Stock Exchanges initiative

2016
CAPACITY BUILDING

ESG Guidance Campaign
- Total of 20 exchanges have developed their own guidance on ESG Reporting.
  - Adding to 13 stock exchanges in 2015
- Provide in-depth expertise to 16 exchanges on their model guidance publications

Letter Writing Campaign
- Over 100 investors and companies representing more than $10 trillion AUM signed letters sent to stock exchanges to illustrate demand for ESG reporting from investor communications.
  - 70 Letters sent
  - 50 Exchanges responded
  - 23 Committed to further action

RESEARCH
- 80 Fact Sheets on exchange sustainability updated
- 16 Case studies published to demonstrate exchanges’ successful SDG initiatives
- Identified 5 actionable areas on green finance for stock exchanges
The SSE ended 2016 with 62 Partner Exchanges from 57 countries, representing nearly 70% of global market capitalization.

Stock Exchanges that Joined the SSE in 2016
- Buenos Aires Stock Exchange (Argentina)
- Sydney Stock Exchange (Australia)
- Belarusian Currency and Stock Exchange (Belarus)
- Botswana Stock Exchange (Botswana)
- Amman Stock Exchange (Jordan)
- Boursa Kuwait (Kuwait)
- Luxembourg Stock Exchange (Luxembourg)
- Namibia Stock Exchange (Namibia)
- Singapore Exchange (Singapore)
- Trop-X (Seychelles)
- Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (Tanzania)
- Dubai Financial Markets (United Arab Emirates)

3 WEBINARS on creating their own ESG reporting guidance for Partner Exchanges, investors, and other capital market stakeholders.

Increased stakeholder engagement:
- Over 750,000 social media impressions
- Nearly 9000 engagements
- Increased followers by 60%
- Over 16,000 profile visits

SSE Project Partners, 2016
- Carbon Disclosure Project
- Global Reporting Initiative
- TRADINFO
- UN Women
- World Federation of Exchanges
- International Finance Corporation
- Fair Impact
- Carbon Tracker Initiative
CONSENSUS BUILDING cont.

Organized **8** Events Worldwide
- **35** Exchange Bell Ringing Ceremonies
- **3** Regional Dialogues
- **4** Consultative Group Webinars
- **1** Leaders Luncheon
- **3** Panel Discussions

**110** Speakers from **38** countries at SSE Events:
- **26** from stock exchanges
- **22** asset managers or investment agencies
- **5** large issuers
- **16** government representatives
- **27** international experts
- **33%** female representation
- **10** representatives from UN agencies
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